Immune repertoires are collections of lymphocytes that express diverse antigen receptor gene rearrangements consisting of Variable (V), (Diversity (D) in the case of heavy chains) and Joining (J) gene segments. Clonally related cells typically share the same germline gene segments and have highly similar junctional sequences within their third complementarity determining regions. Identifying clonal relatedness of sequences is a key step in the analysis of immune repertoires. The V gene is the most important for clone identification because it has the longest sequence and the greatest number of sequence variants. However, accurate identification of a clone's germline V gene source is challenging because there is a high degree of similarity between different germline V genes. This difficulty is compounded in antibodies, which can undergo somatic hypermutation. Furthermore, high-throughput sequencing experiments often generate partial sequences and have significant error rates. To address these issues, we describe a novel method to estimate which germline V genes (or alleles) cannot be discriminated under different conditions (read lengths, sequencing errors or somatic hypermutation frequencies). Starting with any set of germline V genes, this method measures their similarity using different sequencing lengths and calculates their likelihood of unambiguous assignment under different levels of mutation. Hence, one can identify, under different experimental and biological conditions, the germline V genes (or alleles) that cannot be uniquely identified and bundle them together into groups of specific V genes with highly similar sequences.
Introduction
The diversity of the immune T cell receptor (TCR) and B cell receptor (BCR or antibody, Ig) repertoires allows T cells and B cells to respond to a wide variety of pathogens and establish protective immunity. Repertoire diversity is generated in a combinatorial fashion. Each antigen receptor is a tetramer made up of two heterodimers; each heterodimer consists of a heavy and a light chain. The variable portions of these chains (V regions) arise by recombination of individual members of variable (V), diversity (D only in the case of heavy chains), and joining (J) gene segments (Alt and Baltimore, 1982; Howard et al., 1995) . V(D)J recombination of individual coding elements from the V, D, and J genes and junctional modifications result in considerable combinatorial diversity (Tonegawa, 1983) . Lymphocytes are subjected to additional rounds of selection during the immune response, and B cells can undergo further diversification via somatic hypermutation of their antibodies (Christine et al., 2005) .
Quantifying repertoire diversity is important in studies of inflammation (Goronzy and Weyand, 2003) , reaction to disease (Abe et al., 1993) , vaccination, autoimmunity and cancer (Houghton, 1994) . By finding the dominant clones in a given repertoire or by studying the distribution of V gene usage, researchers can gain a better understanding of how the human immune system responds to a particular antigen or is perturbed by or during disease. Our ability to study the repertoire is greatly enhanced by the advent of high-throughput sequencing technologies (Berglund et al., 2011) . However the resulting deluge of data has its own issues. Sequences are often partial and the error rates are significant (Lin et al., 2012) . Moreover, the sheer amount of data means that there is very little possibility to do quality control and analysis without the aid of computational means.
The clone (also referred to as clonotype) is the unit of selection of the immune response. Clones are collections of sequences that are associated with B cells that derive from a common precursor cell. To properly understand repertoire diversity, we first need to separate the sequences into clones (Hershberg and Luning Prak, 2015) . Unique sequence variants are insufficient for this purpose because they often represent sequencing errors and even sequences with larger numbers of nucleotide differences than predicted by sequencing error may be clonally related. To assign sequence membership into clones, the V, (D) and J genes within each rearrangement need to be associated with their corresponding germline (unarranged) gene segments. Currently, there are several programs that have been developed to perform this function. The two most commonly used are IMGT's (ImMunoGeneTics) High VQuest, which uses local alignment to find the best match between the sequence and V, D, and J gene segments (Brochet et al., 2008) , and IgBLAST, which breaks the sequence into a k-letter word list, scans the database for possible matching words, and evaluates the significance (Ye et al., 2013) . Good performance is also achieved by a threedimensional dynamic programming algorithm for V(D)J segments called SoDA (Volpe et al., 2006) and by applied statistical models, such as the hidden Markov model (HMM), used by iHMMune-align to obtain the optimized parameters fitting to the rearranged antibody (Gaëta et al., 2007) . IMGT's High V-Quest, and iHMMune-align will give multiple identifications when they do not have a conclusive identification. IgBLAST, on the other hand, will always give multiple identifications. (Features of each identification method are provided in Table 1 ).
Despite their many strengths, these methods do not take into account the a priori similarity of some germline V genes. Some V genes are more similar to each other than others. Thus there is some a priori non-uniform rate at which certain V genes can be confused with others due to point mutations, deletions or other errors (Kepler, 2013) . In fact, some highly similar V genes (such as VH4-30-02 and VH4-30-04) are indistinguishable from each other even if unmutated. This problem is compounded by two major issues of the high-throughput sequencing technology: (1) it generates short, partial sequences of the Ig genes and (2) it has a significant error rate (Lin et al., 2012) . Because of this in many high-throughput experiments there is less than the full component of positions with which to differentiate between germline V genes and even more of them are a priori indecipherable. None of the above methods takes into account this source of confusion. Even if they do score all possible good hits, they do not first calculate the likelihood that two germline V genes would show similar scores.
Here we therefore present two innovations: (1) a rapid heavy chain alignment method based on highly stable anchoring positions in V genes that are identical across all germline genes (Brochet et al., 2008; Schwartz and Hershberg, 2013a) and seldom survive when mutated (Schwartz and Hershberg, 2013b; Stern et al., 2014 and see below) and (2) a general framework of assessing confidence in V gene identification. Using the latter, we have calculated the mutation distances between V genes from the compiled IMGT list of the different human and murine germline V genes (Brochet et al., 2008) and determined those V genes whose germline source cannot be discriminated at different V gene lengths and mutation levels.
Method and materials
2.1. Identifying which germline V genes are a priori too similar to discriminate To identify which germline V genes can and which cannot be distinguished from each other, we use an alignment method to take a first pass at their identification. After the first round of identification, we make an initial estimate of the distribution of V gene lengths and mutation levels. Based on this estimation, we calculate the likelihood of two germline V genes/alleles being confused by chance for the estimated V gene lengths and levels of mutation (see Calculation, Section 3.). Those germline genes whose probability of being confused when assigned is above our pre-defined threshold (p N 0.01 in the examples shown here) will be identified as giving a mixed V gene identification (so-called "V-ties"). We use a sample-based estimate of mutation/sequence length as we wish to compare clones and sequences across an entire experiment. This requires the assumption that in a single experiment or sample the mutation pattern/level and V gene length are consistent among sequences. We can then predict the V-ties we expect to find in the experiment while retaining a consistent set of common germline associations that we can use for clonal assignment and clonal diversity analysis throughout the experiment. If some sequences are suspected to be uncharacteristically mutated and thus skewing the estimated level of repertoire error/noise, they can be removed from analysis and V-ties can be reassigned.
It is important to note that the assignment of germline V-ties is a specific one as the potential confusion of germline V genes assigned will always be the same specific small subset of all the V genes. The amount of V gene sequence positions we observe changes which germlines will be V-ties. Lack of sequence information can be divided into two types: (1) Partial sequence reads and (2) The precision of V gene identification we consider for the sake of clonal identification is usually at the level of the gene or in some cases, if mutation rates are low and we have full sequences, the allele. Using this method, we can consider a set of unique sequences or clones and assign to each the germline gene for which we have adequate confidence. Some V genes can be fully differentiated at the gene level, some at the allele level and some, for a given dataset of specific sequencing quality or level of mutation, can only be assigned at the level of V-ties with one or two other potential germline V genes. The issue we are pinpointing here is one of germline similarity. Some germline genes/alleles are so similar that when we query their mutant progeny we cannot discriminate between them with adequate confidence as random error may confuse them. Thus re-sequencing (if it does not remove error) will not change the type of V-ties we identify. PCR error (and selection) can skew the distribution such that the more mutated but more "false germline like" sequence will be more prevalent.
A set of Matlab codes for calculating V-ties can be found on-line at: https://github.com/DrexelSystemsImmunologyLab/ ConservedIdentification.git. It can take germline aligned and V(D)J gene associated sequences from any identification method and calculate Vties base on these identifications.
Description of the conserved Anchor method of germline association
In addition to providing an assessment of our confidence in germline VH gene assignment, we describe herein a novel method of VH gene identification and alignment to IMGT numbering. Our method utilizes consistencies of VH gene structure to make alignment much faster without any loss in accuracy. We show here how it applies to human B cell VH genes and show how it can be modified for use on human VL genes and on murine VH and VL genes. Our human VH germline Table 2 and are located at positions 46 to 63 of the JH gene alignment according to IMGT numbering (Lefranc et al., 2003) . If no match is found, the nucleotide strings used will be reduced by one codon from the 3′ end and new strings are then used to find the match. This process is repeated until we can find a match. However, a minimum of twelve matching nucleotides is required to ensure the accuracy of matching. If still no match is found, then the reverse complement of original sequence is used and the aforementioned steps are repeated to find matches. If no match is found in either the original sequence or its reverse complement, then the sequence is put in a separate file (Fig. 1) . Second, we pinpoint the position of the human VH gene using the highly conserved amino acid sequence 'DXXXXXC' which starts with an aspartic acid (D) residue at position 98 (by IMGT numbering) and ends with a Cysteine (C) residue at position 104. These positions are highly conserved at both the amino acid and the nucleotide level as the D is encoded by the nucleotides 'GAC' at position 292 to 294 in all but two alleles of functional and non-partial human heavy chain genes while the C is encoded by TGT at positions 310-312 in all but 5 alleles of one gene (Table 3 ). In these 5 alleles, the V gene ends out of frame with a TG at positions 310-311. We identify GACNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNTGT in the sequence. If the sequences lack the GAC nucleotide or it's synonymous mutation or if we find multiple 'DXXXXXC' we search for the nucleotides encoding YYC, at amino acid positions 102-104. These too are highly conserved at the nucleotide level and will most commonly take on the form of TATTACTGT (Table 3) . If neither of the primary nucleotide motifs encoding DXXXXXC or YYC is found, we will search for other nucleotide combinations that can encode them (Fig. 1 ). If after these steps still no V gene anchor is found, the sequence is put into another separate rejection file for sequences with an identified J and no V.
To test how frequently these positions were mutated, we sent a set of 150,000 sequences (as described in Section 2.4) to be aligned using High V-Quest (Brochet et al., 2008) . This analysis resulted in 92,491 unique sequences. We found 'D' mutated synonymously 457 (0.49%) times and non-synonymously 3850 (4.16%) times, while 'C' is found 785 (0.85%) and 2921 (3.16%) times respectively ( Table 4) . As we would expect from negative selection and random error these ratios of mutation either match or fall below the ratios of 8 to 1 and 7 to 1 expected for D or C (under uniform patterns of mutation or error and remembering that C can mutate to stop). The combination of both anchoring sites 'DXXXXXC' was found mutated 732 (0.54%) times. The other possible source of confusion, in which DXXXXXC occurs more than once in a V gene sequence happened 1293 times. But in all these cases only one of the pair had the second anchor YYC. The first 'Y' at position 102 was found mutated synonymously 807 times and nonsynonymously 2934 times, and the second 'Y' at position 103 was found 1921 and 7989 times respectively (again less than the 6 to 1 ratio of viable non-synonymous to synonymous mutations expected for Y). This included 225 sequences whose germline was 'YHC' (IGHV3-20*01) at those positions and 383 whose germline was 'YCC' (IGHV4-34*11) at those positions (Table 4 ). The combination of 'YYC' was found mutated simultaneously 292 times. The mutation frequencies of D at position 98, Y at position 102 and C at position 104 are the lowest among all positions (Fig. 2) . It is important to note that the above data are from high-throughput sequencing data of DNA, and include sequencing errors. In similar experiment, studying mutated B cell receptors taken from human lymph nodes, the genes were sequenced from barcoded mRNA, where consensus alignments were used to create the sequences of B cell receptors and most if not all of the sequencing errors were fixed (Stern et al., 2014) . In this barcoded data set (Stern et al., 2014) we found the nucleotides encoding C mutated 79 times synonymously and zero times non-synonymously in 3017 sequences with copy number greater than one. This leads us to predict that, with proper sequencing error correction, the amount of unique sequences lost by relying upon the Anchor method, should drop below the 2% level we observe here (see Results Section 4.3).
After the relative position of the sequence and germline are determined by the anchor(s), all the alleles of all V genes in the IMGT database are compared with the sequences. The allele(s) with the fewest mismatches will be assigned as the germline source of the sequence. If multiple germline genes are identified as being equally distant from the query sequence, they will be both labeled as possible germline sources. It is important to note that such a confusion of identity can happen with any two germline genes but is much rarer than the appearance of V-ties and implies either a lack of information or high mutation levels. The method described here does not identify insertion/deletions in sequence. However, we apply an insertion/deletion control after the identification. If there are more than 9 mutations in a sliding window of 15 nucleotides, we label the sequences as having potential insertion/deletion(s) and identify their germline source using local alignment. A set of Matlab codes for the Anchoring method of germline association can be viewed online at: https://github.com/ DrexelSystemsImmunologyLab/ConservedIdentification.git.
Similar sequence anchor points are found in human light chains and TCR, and in the murine V genes for BCRs and TCRs (Table 5 ). In human and murine light chains, the dominant codon encoding 'D' at position 98 is 'GAT' instead of 'GAC' in heavy chains and TCR. However, in murine TCR α chains the 'D' is at IMGT position 100 and 'YYC' at position 104. In TCR there is no clearly dominant amino acid combination at positions 102-104. They have relatively equal codon usage encoding 'YYC', 'YLC' and 'YFC' at these positions. The anchor variations for these chains are found in the supplemental materials (Supplemental Tables 5-12 ).
Simulated validation of the consistent mis-identification of V-ties
To validate our method of V gene alignment and germline origin identification, we used simulated mutant sequences. The method for generating these sequences is described in Section 2.4. These simulated sets of mutant sequences were compared to a reference set of all functional and non-partial alleles (Brochet et al., 2008 ) (see Supplemental  Table 13 ). We compared our identification of the simulated dataset using the Anchor method with those from two commonly used V gene identification tools: IMGT's High V-Quest and NCBI's IgBLAST. We used the downloadable IgBLAST (version 2.2.28) with the same set of germlines as in our method. High V-Quest uses the entire germline dataset in IMGT of which our set is a subset.
High V-Quest uses a global pairwise alignment without insertions or deletions (Brochet et al., 2008) and outputs multiple V gene identifications without a metric for preference (insertion/deletions are fixed at later stage). IgBLAST makes a k-letter word list (k = 9 for V gene identification by default), scans the database for possible matching words and evaluates the significance (Ye et al., 2013) (Table 1) . In this way they generate a list of possible V gene identifications with their significance. For this reason we consider the top five hits as identifications from IgBLAST. To compare both methods, we also ran IgBLAST with different word sizes: the default word size 9 and the minimum word size allowed of 4, which we determined would give optimal identification results. We determined if identification occurred correctly at the gene level only, not at the level of alleles. We have divided the results into three categories to evaluate the performance of each method.
Category 1: the gene is distinguished and the unique identification is correct. Category 2: the correct gene is identified along with the expected confusing gene (as described in Section 2.1). Category 3: other, unpredicted misidentifications.
Germline and mutant sequences used
(i) Germline sequences analyzed for V-ties: All germlines and alleles analyzed are from the IMGT database version 3.1.2, also in Supplemental Table 14 . The exact identification of V-ites will depend on list of known germline genes that is queried. (ii) Human IgH rearrangements: Peripheral blood B cell DNA was enriched using a dual step PCR based amplicon capture as described previously . (iii) Simulated sequences: Simulated sequences were made with V genes randomly mutated with a 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.3 mutation frequencies, uniformly spread across the sequence, but not the anchoring points. We generated 500 mutated sequences for each of the 192 known functional and non-partial human VH gene alleles or a total of 96,000 sequences. We did not mutate the anchor sites described in 2.2. This is because we are attempting to test the miss-assignment of expected sets of germlines that form V-ties. The mutation of anchor sites does not in any way change the likelihood of confusing germline V genes as the anchor sites are identical in all germline V genes and thus have no power in determining them. These sequence datasets can be provide in fasta format on request.
Calculation -Calculating the likelihood of confusing two V genes
We calculated the similarities of the BCR and TCR V genes and alleles by how many nucleotide differences they have at certain sequence Table 4 Numbers of synonymous and non-synonymous mutations of the anchor positions in 92,491 unique DNA sequences identified using High V-Quest and 3017 mRNA sequences with copy number N 1 (Stern et al., 2014 Nucleotide  GAC  TAT  TAC  TGT  GAC TAT TAC  TGT  Synonymous  457  807  1921  785  14  99  178  79  Non-synonymous 3850 2934 7381 2921 54 0 0 0 lengths. The probability p of two specific V alleles, of the same or different V genes, to be confused at a particular length and mutation frequency is given by the following equation:
where p is the hypergeometric probability of each value of x (from K/2 to K) using the corresponding size of the population, M, number of items with the desired characteristic in the population, K, and number of samples drawn, N. In this distribution, if we assume that mutations have equal probability of targeting at each position, M stands for the length of alignment, K the differences between two genes/alleles and N is the number of estimated mutations in the sequence. The estimated mutation number N is calculated from the average alignment length L and r is the average fraction of sequence positions that are mutated.
0.33 is the probability of one nucleotide mutating into others, assuming equal chance (no bias). Although this form of calculation ignores known patterns of mutation it allows us to generalize the method across species and include species where a good model of mutation does not exist. Also we do not set a prior probability for V gene or allele usage. The knowledge of exact germline gene usage across the population in humans is still very limited and is at present beyond the scope of this analysis.
Results

Germline V gene similarity
We counted the number of different nucleotides between any two human heavy chain variable alleles when counting from the 3′ end (Fig. 3) . We found genes from the same families were often highly similar to each other, especially in the VH1 and VH4 families. In addition, certain genes in the VH3 family are very similar. Certain alleles in IGHV3-30 and IGHV3-33 only have two nucleotide differences. IGHV3-30-5*01 and IGHV3-30*18 have exactly the same nucleotides. We also calculated the differences within BCR light chains and both β and α TCR V genes (Supplemental Figures 1-4) . Using the hypergeometric calculation described in the Methods and Calculations sections, we found that the likelihood of failed V gene assignment increases, as one would predict, with higher mutation frequencies and shorter read lengths (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Zip file). As shown in Fig. 4 , we calculated at 150 nucleotide length and 0.05 mutation frequency, that some VH genes (Supplemental Table 2 ) have more than 0.01 probability of being confused with each other and thus mutants from these germline V genes cannot be definitively distinguished. We would call these germline V genes at this sequence length/ mutation level V-ties. Mutated sequences that are assigned either of these germline V genes should instead be assigned the V-ties they belong to (Supplemental Table 2 ).
We have generated sets of tables delineating exactly which VH genes cannot be unequivocally uniquely identified at 0.05, 0.15 and 0.3 mutation frequencies and 100, 150, 200 and full-sequence lengths (Supplemental Tables 1-4 and Supplementary Zip file). We have done so for human BCRs and TCRs (Supplementary Zip file). While TCRs do not mutate, in many cases very short reads are used and there can be a sequencing error of~1-3% (Marshall et al., 1999) . We therefore only created such tables with 0.03 error frequencies. TCR α chain V gene germlines can be clearly distinguished even at 100 nucleotide length. The set of V genes that cannot be distinguished for TCR β chain can be seen in Supplemental Table 15 . We have also calculated the probabilities of gene pairs confusing with each other at aforementioned mutation levels and sequence lengths for human BCR and TCRs so one can set his/her own threshold instead of 0.01 used in this paper (Supplementary Zip file). Finally we supply a Matlab code (https://github. com/DrexelSystemsImmunologyLab/ConservedIdentification.git) that can filter sets of genes with identified germline sequences so that the V genes that cannot be uniquely identified are explicitly identified the appropriate germline V-ties are assigned.
Identifying V-ties with the Anchor method, with high V-quest and IgBLAST
To see if V-ties appeared where they were predicted to appear we compared the V assignments using two standard algorithms for V gene assignment and our novel Anchor method. To do so, we used simulated sequences (mutated as described in Section 2. Methods) as only with those could we know a-priori their actual germline source. To our surprise we observed that not all the methods did a good job of identifying germlines. IgBLAST at its default settings has very poor VH gene Fig. 3 . Heat map of the minimal sequence difference of each human germline VH gene pair (Brochet et al., 2008) at full sequence length. Minimal nucleotide differences among all alleles pairs between genes. Distances range from black (0) through red (100) and yellow (200) to white (N200). The comparison begins at the 3′ end of each full-length VH gene. The blue numbers in the circles represent the numbers of mismatched nucleotides in the most similar pairs. These pairs of VH genes cannot be discriminated from each other at almost any length or mutation frequency. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) identification. However, all three methods can give reasonable results by optimizing the sequence feature parameters ( Most importantly, in terms of our predication of V-ties, for all methods, whenever sequences are partial length or somatically mutated, a consistent subset of genes will be misidentified in the way we predicted (category 2 identification -green bars in Fig. 5 and see Calculations and Methods section). It is important to note that such misidentifications could not be distinguished from correct identifications or other types of error in a non-simulated set of sequences. Thus, as we suggest in Methods, the only solution for these consistently missassigned germline V genes is to combine them with their appropriate confounding germline V genes (Fig. 5) . These sequences should not be confused with sequences that are equidistant from two different germline genes by their mutation count. The germline V genes identified as V-ties are clearly identified at the level of the specific V-tie, and will most often be identified as being closest to one specific germline V of those associated by the V-tie. However, their chance of being randomly identified or misclassified as a specific other V gene is significant (considered to be p N 0.01 in our Calculations and Methods section) and either the real gene or the one we predict to confuse it with are identified; red is the fraction of other incorrect identifications that cannot be explained by V-ties.
Comparing the Anchoring method to other alignment methods
Computational efficiency
To test the efficiency of our germline association method, we selected 10,000 sequences (299 ± 6 nucleotides in length that have a partial VH gene sequence, all of the junctional sequences and a partial JH gene sequence) with an estimated 0.03 mutation frequency ) (see Section 2.4). It took our method 35.54 s to finish the identification while IgBLAST needed 347.58 s using the default word size of 9 nucleotides and 3877.59 s using the minimum word size (4 nucleotides). This analysis shows that our method is less computationally intensive than IgBLAST, especially when using the more accurate minimum word size there. Although High V-Quest is clearly the standard high-throughput alignment program used in our field it does not have a stand-alone version and jobs need to be queued on the IMGT server. This makes that and not the processing speed the relevant time limiting step in using it. Thus, from what we can compare we can conclude that the Anchoring method outperforms IgBLAST (×10 compared to the default word size and ×100 when using the more accurate minimal word size).
Sequence loss
To test to what extent the use of the anchor positions causes us to lose sequence data, we compared a single IMGT High V-Quest run of 150,000 sequences to our alignment of the same set of genes. The sequences were taken at random from a set of 1.8 million B cell heavy chain V(D)J gene sequences sequenced from human blood . From these 150,000 sequences, we were able to identify 141,496 (94.33%) using the V Anchor method discussed in Section 2.2, while with High V-Quest we identified 146,821 (97.88%). Discounting duplicated sequences, we identified 88,209 unique sequences using the Anchor method described here and High V-Quest identified 92,490. 87,958 of these unique sequences were in complete agreement with respect to their copy number and V identity between two methods. There were also a few sequences identified only by one method. The V Anchor method identified 154 unique sequences and High VQuest 4460 unique sequences that the other method did not.
It is important to note that much of the extra diversity that was only identified by High V-Quest (5% more sequences) is probably due to sequencing error. To remove unique sequence types generated through sequencing error we next considered only unique sequences with copy number N 1 (Hershberg and Luning Prak, 2015) . The removal of singleton sequences indeed improves our level identification in comparison to High V-Quest. Both methods agree on the identity of 15,252 unique sequences of copy number N1 and High V-Quest identifies only 357 additional sequences (or 2% more). There are also a few genes that are identified by both methods where they do not agree as Fig. 5 . Comparison of human VH identification results using three different sequence identification methods at n = 150 nucleotide read length and 0.15 mutation frequency. From top to bottom (A) The Anchor method (this paper); (B) High V-Quest; (C) IgBLAST using the default word length (9 characters); (D) IgBLAST using the minimal word length (4 characters). In all cases the blue color represents the fraction of correctly identified sequences in which a VH gene is uniquely identifiable; green is the fraction of identifications when a gene is not distinguishable from at least one other gene (using the calculation described in the Calculation and Methods section) and either the real gene or the one we predict to confuse it with are identified; red is the fraction of incorrect identifications. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) to the V gene assignment and/or the copy number. The discrepancies between the two methods are interesting as they reveal the minor issues with each method. One reason for these differences is that we are comparing partial sequences of unequal length. With High V-Quest, alignments are performed not only to functional V genes but also to pseudogenes and incomplete V genes in the IMGT database. Hence, there are 15 unique sequences to which the Anchor method assigns specific V genes that IMGT High V-Quest considers to most closely resemble partial sequences or pseudogenes. In addition, there are 13 unique sequences that IMGT's High V-Quest assigns to a pseudogene whose component sequences we considered to be two different V genes. Finally, there are 4 sequences (out of 150,000) that were identified as containing indels by High V-Quest and did not pass our threshold . In all instances it is hard to categorically state which method was correct. However, these examples pinpoint potential limitations in our method of insertion/deletion detection and in High VQuest user operability, which does not allow the user to select which subset or version of the database of germline genes they wish to compare to the mutant sequences.
Discussion
The BCR and TCR repertoires play critical roles in immune function and pathogenesis (Mauri and Bosma, 2012; Kronenberg et al., 1986) . One of the first steps in studying immune responses is to study how immune repertories shift in response to antigens, vaccines and pathogens. Identification of germline genes that comprise the building blocks of the antigen receptor is a crucial first step in repertoire analysis. Unfortunately, this step is difficult because germline genes can be highly similar and can undergo somatic mutation (only in the case of BCRs) and be subject to sequencing error (BCR and TCR). High-throughput sequencing methods generate large numbers of sequences at a low cost, providing a way to essentially map the immune repertoire, but can use short read lengths and have high sequence error rates. For this reason, it is now critical to categorize, as much as possible, the reason for uncertainty in germline gene assignment.
As we have shown in the Results, at all sequence lengths, the V genes from the same gene family are quite similar and can have differences as low as one or two nucleotides. Some alleles of different V genes are even identical to each other over short lengths. For example, IGHV3-30*07 and IGHV3-33*04 are identical in the last 119 nucleotides. As the sequence read length increases, V genes can be better differentiated, but even with full-length sequence data if the mutation frequency is above 0.1, some germline V genes are effectively indistinguishable.
This raises the problem that some germline V genes cannot be well discriminated. However, they are not unknowable as they are similar only to other specific V genes and can be discriminated from most other germline V genes. In our method, after the first round of identification, we estimate the expected variability in our data. Based on the alignment length and mutation frequency of the first round identification, we can calculate the likelihood of error due to mutation (or other sequence changes) using the simple hypergeometric test described in Calculations. V genes that we calculate as being impossible to distinguish at a given length/mutation/error rate will be identified as a single germline source. When we construct clones in later steps these V genes will be put in the same clone as they are indistinguishable. In this way, we can have more reliable identifications and know at what level of categorization (family, gene or allele) the identifications are definitive. This is especially useful in studies of inflammation wherein B cellclones can be highly mutated. Fig. 6 shows four sequences ) that would not be associated into a single clone if we did not consider V-ties. Applying V-ties, they were identified as IGHV3-30, IGHV3-33 and/or IGHV3-NL1, and put in the same clone, as these genes have a p N 0.01 to be confused at the length (90.45 nucleotides) and mutation frequency (0.02) found in this dataset. Despite the low mutation rate in the sample in general, these sequences had two mutations (C210T and C354A) in common and the same CDR3 (CARDRASCPDYW) confirming that they probably belonged to the same clone, which would have been missed if standard V gene alignment practices had been followed (Hershberg and Luning Prak, 2015) . Fig. 7 shows another example where allowing for a more ambiguous V gene assignment helps to identify the full clone. The identical CDR3 and five common mutations from the germline sequences (T168C, C276T, G301A, G303A and C366A) found in all three sequences suggest that they are in the same clone. However, if we had not considered the inherent ambiguity in assigning them to IGHV 3-11 or 3-48, we would have considered them to comprise two separate clones and have assigned them up to 3 erroneous mutations. By giving them the hybrid V-ties assignment we consider only mutations we are sure of and correctly assign these sequences to a single clone (Fig. 7c) .
Beyond explicit indication of the specificity of V gene identification, our germline identification Anchor method performs as well or better than existing human germline identification and clonal assignment methods. Specifically, at high mutation levels IgBLAST (with the default word size) does not work well. As shown in the Results, as mutation frequency increases, the performance of IgBLAST quickly worsens . This error rate can be corrected by shortening the word size but then computing time balloons to 100-fold longer than the Anchor method described here. High V-Quest and the Anchor method have equally reliable V gene identifications. The Anchor method allows for command line alignment of sequences and control over the members of the germline V gene database used to compare with the query sequences. High V-Quest identifies~2% more unique sequences than the Anchor method. Lack of control of the gene database used to compare with the query sequences is problematic when we have knowledge of our input beforehand. For example, we know the V genes are all functional when we extract the sequence from immunized patient blood, but if we compare sequences to non-functional germline genes as well we could assign them as germline source if mutant sequences happened to exhibit more similarity to them and not their germline source. Finally, the V Anchor method allows us to ensure that all sequences are aligned in terms of IMGT numbering even if we are uncertain of their exact germline source. In this way we can both retain information on CDR3 structure and at least some measure of intraclonal diversity analysis can be achieved even if we are not sure of the precise germline source of the clone.
In summary, we have developed a new methodology (Anchor method) to rapidly identify the originating germline genes of rearranged antibody and TCR sequences, based on conserved sites. In addition, we have analyzed the similarity of V genes at different lengths, and created matrices of small V gene groups (V-ties) that cannot be discriminated because of sequence similarity of their germline genes for different levels of sequence information. The exact identification of V-ties will depend on the list of known germline genes that is queried. Herein, we have identified V ties for the current, most widely used human and murine IMGT heavy chain germline V gene lists. The exact groups of V-ties we show here derive from the genes in these lists. The V-ties would change if we added new V gene alleles and of course will also change when we look at the immune systems of other species. However, the methodology and consequences of our analysis remain the same: We will identify some germline genes/alleles that cannot be uniquely associated or discriminated when querying their mutant progeny.
To allow scientists to identify the V-ties in their data, given the set of relevant germline genes in the repertoires they are analyzing, we have created a simple set of programs (in Matlab). These programs implement the Anchor alignment method and post process any BCR alignment results, from High V-Quest or IgBLAST or our own conserved site Anchor method, so as to assign V genes to their appropriate V-ties under different sequencing lengths and levels of mutation. 
